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OHIO 

In 2002 Legacy filed a tariff in Ohio to establish a new rate element for operator-assisted calls. The 
particular rate element was called a non-subscriber fee” or “NSF” and is assessed on non-Legacy end 
users who make operator assisted calls. If an end user is a subscriber to Legacy’s 1+ long distance 
service, the NSF would not be assessed. The NSF was originated by AT&T, and given competitive 
circumstances in the operator services industry, was quickly mirrored by AT&T’s competitors. When 
one of Legacy’s competitors in Ohio included an NSF in its tariff, Legacy and a number of other operator 
service providers soon followed suit. Ohio tariffs were presumed effective on one days notice so Legacy 
started to apply the NSF charge after the revision was filed. 

About two years after these tariffs were filed, the Ohio commission staff began looking into the matter 
and determined that assessing the NSF violated statutory limits the state legislature had set on rates for 
operator-assisted calls. Legacy was informed that Ohio was looking into the NSF charges so the 
Company voluntarily stopped charged for NSF well before the Commission even approached Legacy on 
this issue. 

The staff apparently became frustrated with perceived slowness in Legacy’s responding to data requests 
and formalized the investigation. However, soon after the investigation was opened, Legacy reached 
agreement with the staff on a refund plan. Pursuant to this plan, Legacy issued refunds to affected end 
users and, in the cases of end users who could not be located, the refunds were escheated to the state. 
This process was applied to all carriers that had assessed the NSF within Ohio. Therefore, although 
Legacy did refund fees the Company believes that the issue was a generic industry investigation and not a 
Legacy specific issue 

0 



NORTH CAROLINA 

Legacy has provided operator services in North Carolina pursuant to interexchange operating authority 
granted by the North Carolina Utilities Commission (“NCUC”) since 2002. In response to an informal 
complaint regarding a bill for an operated assisted call, it came to light that Legacy had been completing 
operator-assisted local calls, as well as other operator-assisted calls. However, unlike most other states, 
the completion of any local calls in North Carolina, including operator-assisted local calls, requires the 
provider to have local exchange authority. Legacy was not previously aware of this unusual requirement, 
but agreed that it would file an application to expand its authority to include the provision of local 
exchange and exchange access service, pay a $9000 fine, and refund all amounts billed to end users for 
operator-assisted local calls. Legacy did so and, to the extent it was unable to make refunds, remitted the 
charges for the local calls to the state. The NCUC then proceeded to grant Legacy’s request for local 
operating authority, concluding that Legacy was “fit, capable, technically qualified, and financially able 
to provide local exchange and exchange access telecommunications services as a public utility in North 
Carolina.” 
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Note 1 : Iowa’s investigation into Legacy was not really an investigation into the company. The 
Company was named when one of Legacy’s wholesale customers, a switchless reseller 
inadvertently entered two wrong telephone numbers into databases of telephone numbers 
belonging to hospitality locations that were being switched by the reseller from one 
underlying carrier to another. When the telephone numbers were switched to the new 
carrier, the incorrect number was switched along with the correct ones. As a result, the 
end users whose numbers were erroneously switched believed that they had been 
slammed and contacted their original carrier. That carrier investigated the matter and 
concluded that Legacy was the responsible party because Legacy’s “carrier identification 
code” or “CIC” was indicated on the record. However, the only reason why Legacy’s 
CIC was indicated was because Legacy was the reseller’s wholesale carrier. Once these 
circumstances were clarified, the Iowa commission dropped Legacy from the 
investigation. 


